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HELLO AND WELCOME TO  
DUTCH SWEETS EXPORT ASSOCIATION

Rob Schotema Maxime BotzTon Baas

© Teresa Rothwangl © Teresa Rothwangl 

Dutch Sweets Export Association (DSEA) is the professional partner for Dutch companies that are 
directly or indirectly involved in the sweets-, biscuits-, chocolate- and savory snacks industry. 

DSEA members are seeking to expand into existing and emerging markets worldwide. 

Our core business is to bring people together in the field of sales and buying activities outside the  
Netherlands, by active participation on trade fairs, matchmaking with trade organizations, retail  
and out of home, and organizing business trips to various countries in the world.

This booklet makes it easy for you to get in contact with the members of DSEA, who are happy to meet you, 
online or in person.

DSEA members export over 70% of their production outside the Netherlands with a broad assortment  
of consumer products, very often manufactured in close cooperation with their buying partners either  
in branded- , private- or fancy label.

We hope to be of help for you on any specific requirement.

Contact: 
r.schotema@dutchsweetsexportassociation.nl  
t.baas@dutchsweetsexportassociation.nl 
m.botz@dutchsweetsexportassociation.nl

www.dutchsweetsexportassociation.nl
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CONSUDEL

For more than ninety years Consudel is the magazine for - in particular - the Dutch and Belgian  
confectionery industry. Who are the readers since our founding in 1928?

• The management of bakery firms (cookies, biscuits e.d.), manufacturers of chocolate, the sugar  
 confectionery industry and companies that make salty & sweet snacks. The management includes   
 general management, R&D, marketing and sales.

• Trade: wholesalers, supermarket chains (also outside the Benelux) and specialty shops.

• Suppliers of the Consudel industry, in particular packaging, packaging machines, process machinery,  
 ovens, and raw materials & ingredients.

CONSUDEL 
Wilhelminahof 3 
5751 GJ Deurne 
The Netherlands 
www.consudel.nl 
 
contact: Alex van Hoof 
Phone:  +31 (0)493 - 321 415 
email:  info@consudel.nl

CONSUDEL
INTERNATIONAAL MAGAZINE VOOR DE BAKKERIJ- EN ZOETWARENBRANCHE
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Going for gold with DB Schenker

Your logistics partner for international shows A good booth means a strong presentation on your  
show – at DB SCHENKERfairs we focus on ensuring your trade fair logistics runs seamlessly. Long-term 
business success requires a convincing presentation - in all the major markets and especially at the  
important trade fairs all over the world. DB SCHENKERfairs looks after the entire trade fair organisation for  
organizers, exhibitors and exhibition-suppliers in the most diverse sectors. We have all the technical  
equipment and the expertise to handle whatever logistical challenges your exhibition setup entails.  
And instead of specializing in certain industries, we specialize in every industry by providing tailor-made  
solutions to all our clients – so you can focus on what’s most important: your exhibition and clients.  
Even if your logistics requirements are varied and complex, DB Schenker will arrange it for you, 
 carefree and efficiently.

Curious about what we can do for you? Go to www.dbschenker.com/nl or contact us directly at  
fairs.international@dbschenker.com

SCHENKER LOGISTICS NEDERLAND BV 
EUROPAPLEIN 53 
1078 GW AMSTERDAM 
THE NETHERLANDS 
WWW.DBSCHENKER.COM/NL 
 
CONTACT: NICOLE BIESHEUVEL 
phone: +31 (0)20 - 225 39 80  
email:  fairs.international@dbschenker.com

SCHENKER
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VBZ is the Association of the Dutch Sugar Confectionery, Biscuits, Chocolate and 
Savoury Snacks Industry

VBZ represents the economic interests of approximately 110 small, medium-sized and large member  
companies in the Dutch confectionery industry, representing over 90% of sector sales in the Netherlands. 
About 97% of the sector are SMEs. The sector employs approximately 15,000 people.

VBZ is the representative of the confectionery industry's interests vis-à-vis politicians and public  
authorities at national, European, and at international level. Furthermore, the trade association is  
the spokesperson of the Dutch confectionery industry as regards the general public and the media.  
Next to that, it acts as a service provider, information broker, and problem solver for its members.

VBZ covers the following product groups: 
• Chocolate Products 
• Fine Bakery Wares 
• Boiled Sweets and Sugar Confectionery 
• Snack Products* 
• Chewing Gum

* The product group Snacks covers savoury, spicy, and nut-based products. Examples are potato and vegetable crisps, peanuts flips, various 
nuts (peanuts and gourmet nuts), and nut mixes. The group also includes salt-based, cheese-based, and lye-dough pastries.

VBZ - BRANCHEVERENIGING VOOR KOEK, SNOEP, CHOCOLADE, ZOUTJES EN NOTEN 
DAGELIJKSE GROENMARKT 3-5 
2513 AL THE HAGUE 
THE NETHERLANDS 
www.vbz.nl 
 
CONTACT: THEO HEERE 
phone: +31 (0)70 - 355 47 00 
email:  vbz@vbz.nl

VBZ
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BenBits The new generation of chewing gum Perhaps BenBits sounds familiar to you. In the '70s and '80s, 
BenBits was the first brand in the Netherlands to sell sugar-free chewing gum. About 50 years later,  
BenBits is back and better and tastier than ever, with a new mission. BenBits is not only sugar-free  
anymore, but now also plastic-free! We strive for a world without plastic in chewing gum.

Our Story 

The new generation of BenBits has set its sights on changing the chewing gum market. Our chewing  
gum is currently unique, but we hope that plastic-free chewing gum will become the norm as soon as  
possible. However, our ambitions go further. We support the Plastic Soup Foundation and actively  
participate in actions such as the World Cleanup Day. In addition, we work day and night to continue  
developing our chewing gum.

In addition to being plastic-free, our BenBits is also vegan, free from artificial sweeteners and colors, 
and contains ingredients of natural origin. Furthermore, our packaging is made of recyclable paper.  
But above all, our chewing gum is incredibly tasty. So, from now on, enjoy honest and delicious chewing  
gum from Dutch soil without any negative impact on you or the environment!

BENBITS 
KEETGRACHT 1 
1811 AM ALKMAAR 
THE NETHERLANDS 
www.benbits.nl 
 
CONTACT: MILAN DONTJE 
phone: +31 (0)6 - 15 83 42 99 
email:  milan@benbits.com

BENBITS 
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Who is CentSweets
CentSweets is a wholesaler, specialized in confectionery and chocolate presents for the gift and hamper market. 
 
What does CentSweets do?
 Depending the wishes of our relations we buy all kinds of confectionery, when possible direct from European 
manufacturers. There is a lot of production capacity with the manufacturers who all manufacture at high 
standards. We pack the confectionery in all kinds of packaging materials (form tins, conical bags to glass 
bottles). Where possible we fill automatically with a multihead weigher in combination with the Thürlings. 

Our filling team
The team exists out of all kinds of people with a distance from the regular labour market. We work with a 
team that is well trained and aware of all the food safety guidelines. Besides the regular team we train extra 
members for a future job in the regular labour market. 

We strive to WORK HAPPINESS there is time for a social break when needed. Having a job is from great value for 
people. Having a job gives everybody a change to participate the society. Each individual person is capable to this 
as everybody has it’s own talent. By offering work in combination with teaching and training we provide income 
security for the team members. We have corporate social responsibility at a high level.

Our brands 
CentSweets has three complete assortments aimed for the gift and hamper market. 
- ESPECIALLYFORYOU! illustrations, happiness, multiple titles, multiple products 
-  WITH A COMPLIMENT modern, white, hampers 
-  GOLD2.3   black&white with gold foil, luxurious, gifting

Private Labels
in our mission we have mentioned CONCEPTS  TO CONNECT. When you have a CONCEPT, we are able to CONNECT.  
We will find the manufacturer and arrange the production of your product. We provide a full-service  
solution for your private label.

CENTSWEETS BV 
SCHONENVAARDERSSTRAAT 9 
7418 CC DEVENTER 
THE NETHERLANDS  
WWW.CENTSWEETS.NL 
 
CONTACT: CAROLIEN HONSHORST 
phone: +31 (0)6 - 13 46 17 70 
email:  info@centsweets.nl

CENTSWEETS
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We are chocolate factory “DE BEEMSTER BV” and we are a producer of chocolate coated roasted nuts, dried 
fruits and clusters. We already trade for 60 years on the market with our high-quality products and are 
located in Middenbeemster which is 15 km from Amsterdam.

We work according to IFS standards, and we are certified for many years with success. We use high 
quality Belgium chocolate which can be Rainforest Alliance or Fairtrade mass balance certified as well. 
We are pushing our company to a much higher level of quality of our products and a healthier workable 
place for our employees. The most sales we have in Holland, but export has grown al lot in the last years, 
so we are proud to say that we grow to an international company.

We are looking forward for future business. Please, visit our website for more information about our  
history, certificates, and product details: WWW.CHOCOBEEMSTER.NL.

CHOCOLADEFABRIEK 'DE BEEMSTER' B.V. 
INSULINDEWEG 29 
1462 MJ MIDDENBEEMSTER 
THE NETHERLANDS  
WWW.CHOCOBEEMSTER.NL 
 
phone: +31 (0)299 - 68 38 51 
email:  sales@chocobeemster.nl

CHOCOLADEFABRIEK ‘DE BEEMSTER’ B.V. We cover all our nuts, fruits, cereals, with 
high quality milk, dark, white chocolate

Insulindeweg 29, 1462 MJ  Middenbeemster NL

www.chocobeemster.nl
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We are a decisive and flexible international confectionary company. Our origins go back over 150 year.  
We are specialized in the development, production, marketing, sales and distribution of high-quality  
hard candy confectionery.

Our brands Napoleon, Dr. Toms, ANTA flu, Napoleon Butterscotch,  and Lemco are the foundation of our  
company. Our new stars of the company Ceasarz and Little Sins are recently launched and contribute to 
our innovative character. To fulfill the requests of our customers and the wishes of consumers is the 
main goal of our day-to-day work.

CONFISERIE NAPOLEON 
DELTAHOEK 110 
4511 PA BRESKENS  
THE NETHERLANDS 
WWW.CONFISERIE-NAPOLEON.NL

CONTACT: WILLEM-JAN KLEIJN 
phone: +31 (0)10 - 41 42 622 
email:  info@confiserie-napoleon.com

CONFISERIE NAPOLEON
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Cor Rijken started his company in 1990. From the very beginning he wanted to build an honest and  
lasting relationship with the customers that was based on trust. More than 30 years later, trust is still 
the foundation of our service. We are specialized in designing and producing bags with personalized print  
and offering customer-oriented concepts. Aside from private label packaging, we also have a wide range  
of standard products. From Lieren we can supply various commodities from stock. With an average supply 
of around 35 million bags, we can meet the demand for commodities that have a very short lead time.

COR RIJKEN VERPAKKINGEN B.V. 
KANAAL ZUID 288 
7364 AJ LIEREN 
THE NETHERLANDS 
www.cor-rijken.nl  
 
CONTACT: COR RIJKEN 
phone: +31 (0)575 - 448 430  
email:  verkoop@cor-rijken.nl

COR RIJKEN VERPAKKINGEN B.V.
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let's create some magic

do you want the quality of crest under your own label? the best of both worlds! together we will 
create a unique sweet or chocolate concept that also completely reflects your brand or formula. 
 
Your partner in private label
we add value with new flavours, eye-catching packaging and distinguishable concepts. Always of reliable 
quality, each time surprisingly different. the fact is that besides a sweets factory, we are also a true ideas 
factory. we invite you to come and experience, feel and taste all that is possible. one thing is guaranteed: 
no matter how full the sweets business is, there is alwaysroom for originality. Together we will create 
something new and achieve a maximum reurn from sweets.

CREST SUIKERWERKEN B.V. 
COPERNICUSSTRAAT 4 
6003 DE WEERT 
THE NETHERLANDS 
www.crestholland.nl 
 
CONTACT: JOOP MOLENAAR 
phone: +31 (0)495 - 538 061  
email:  info@crestholland.nl

CREST SUIKERWERKEN B.V.
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The love for chocolate is almost universal. It is a coveted delicacy that makes everyone lick their fingers. 
And at “De Chocoladefabriek” we make the most delicious chocolate products every day. We have been  
doing that since 1950. In different shapes, flavors and colors. With the love of makers, for consumers in 
the Netherlands and far beyond.

We mainly produce chocolate specialties such as cluster items (with peanuts and cookies), shaped  
chocolates with all kind of cheerful and colorful decorations. We prefer to develop items in close  
collaboration with you, our customers, to make sure we offer the best proposition for your consumers. 
 
Would you like to have chocolate items, that are tailored for you? Please contact us.

DE CHOCOLADEFABRIEK 
VAN LEEUWENHOEKSTRAAT 8 
1704 RC HEERHUGOWAARD 
THE NETHERLANDS 
WWW.DECHOCOLADEFABRIEK.NL 
 
CONTACT: BERT BARON 
phone: +31 (0)72 - 571 07 77  
email:  Sales@dechocoladefabriek.nl

DE CHOCOLADEFABRIEK
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de kroes tasty bakeries 

Proud of its rich history, which dates back more than 150 years, de kroes never seized to be a  
specialist in making tasty bakery products. In our 3 tailor made factories, situated in Oosterhout,  
Weert (The Netherlands) and Semur-en-Auxois (France), we produce a wide range of sweet and  
savoury gourmet snacks, all in a variety of tasteful flavours, shapes and textures.

De kroes is specialized in the manufacturing of a wide range of savoury aperitif snacks under Private 
Label and under the Jos Poell brand. We offer a complete portfolio in complementing product types  
and flavours.

Quality is the key element of our company policy in any possible way. Regarding safety and environment  
we apply a similar strategy. We work with each other and for each other in an ethical responsible  
manner. We respect labour rights and emphasize the importance of mutual responsibilities and  
expectations regarding this matter.

If you have any specific remarks or questions, we kindly invite you to contact us.

DE KROES B.V. 
EVERDENBERG 60 
4902 TT OOSTERHOUT 
THE NETHERLANDS 
WWW.DEKROESBV.COM 
 
phone: +31 (0)162 - 498 800  
email:   info@dekroesbv.com

DE KROES B.V.
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What is a Macaron?

Macarons are remarkable cakes. They are available in an array of flavours and colours. A Macaron 
consists of 2 soft meringue biscuits made with almond flour, egg whites and icing sugar. There is a  
delicious filling of butter cream and a jam or ganache. When made perfectly, this special treat has a  
light and crispy outside and is chewy like soft nougat on the inside. A unique trait of the macaron are  
the split edges of the meringue biscuits, known in France as ‘pieds’ (little feet).

DutchHomemade Premium Macarons
Macarons are hot! And we make the best quality there is, in large quantities, the artisan way! Our  
Macarons distinguish themselves by their size – they are larger and heavier than the average Macaron. 
For our fillings we use a delicious ganache made with chocolate and cream, flavoured with quality  
fruit puree or nut butters. And the taste? Luxuriously delicious!

On top of that there is a good margin to be made, both for wholesale and for retailers. We deliver the 
macarons frozen wilt a shelf life of 12 months. If interested? Contact us for more detailed information. 
 

DutchHomemade Macarons

DUTCHHOMEMADE MACARONS 
BRUGGELAAN 10 
5629 KK EINDHOVEN 
THE NETHERLANDS 
WWW.DUTCHHOMEMADE-MACARONS.NL  
 
CONTACT: LATIF ALLAOUI 
phone: +31 (0)6 - 21 51 61 20  
email:  Info@dutchhomemade-macarons.NL
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Elvee (established in 1994) is a full service trading company in confectionary, with main focus on luxury 
chocolat specialties, but also a wide assortment of candy.

Sales office is situated in Gorinchem, The Netherlands and we have our own chocolate production facility 
in Etten-Leur, The Netherlands and we also have good relationships with dedicated third parties.

ELVEE HOLLAND B.V.

ELVEE HOLLAND B.V. 
AVELINGEN-WEST 3C 
4202 MS GORINCHEM 
THE NETHERLANDS 
WWW.ELVEE.NL 
 
phone: +31 (0)183 - 50 81 81  
email:  info@elvee.nl
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Looking for 100% natural energy that works quickly and for a long time? No need for slow, short- 
acting energy bars, chewing gum or products that make you bounce? Then Energy-Bullets® are for you! The  
natural energy candies work quickly and for up to 5 hours. The tasty chewable tablets contain Dextrose 
Maca, Guaraná and slow-release caffeine. Energy-Bullets® come in 3 handy take-away cylinders and each 
contain 9 energy candies. The specially developed natural caffeine (TTCAF ®) is released slowly and ensures 
that you can go on for longer with less caffeine! Each Energy Bullet contains 40 mg of natural caffeine. 
Ideal for when you still have to move on!

ENERGY-BULLETS EUROPE B.V. 
PO BOX 60 
2410 AB BODEGRAVEN-REEUWIJK 
THE NETHERLANDS 
www.energy-bullets.com 
 
CONTACT: OSCAR ZOOMERS 
phone: +31 (0)85 - 902 01 10 
email:  info@energy-bullets.com

ENERGY-BULLETS EUROPE B.V.
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Food2Smile believes that sweets and snacks can easily be combined with a healthy lifestyle. Food2smile 
helps you enjoy sugarfree, vegan ánd glutenfree candy and chips without compromising on taste.  
Let their products put a real smile on your face!

FOOD2SMILE B.V. 
URANIUMWEG 17 
3812 RJ AMERSFOORT 
THE NETHERLANDS 
www.food2smile.nl  
 
phone: +31 (0)33 - 47 99 658 
email:  info@food2smile.nl

FOOD2SMILE B.V.
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Nice to meet you, we are Fruitfunk!

Fruitfunk brings the wishes and desires of children, parents and retailers together by developing healthy 
alternatives that has the experience of a conventional confectionery product. Happy parents and happy 
children! In the meantime we distribute our products with fun packaging for children and delicious  
flavours to more than 25 countries in Europe. All our products are made from > 98% fruit, with no added 
nonsense. From our office in ’s-Hertogenbosch, The Netherlands we work hard to achieve our ambition to 
become the number one in healthy snacking. Full Fruit Pure Funk!

FRUITFUNK    
HELFTHEUVELWEG 11 
5222 AV ’S-HERTOGENBOSCH 
THE NETHERLANDS 
WWW.FRUITFUNK.COM 
 
phone: +31 (0)13 - 590 99 07 
email:  info@fruitfunk.com

FRUITFUNK 
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Core values of Gifts & Concepts  
Many years of experience!

Gifts & Concepts has years of experience in the "gift industry" with both food and non-food items. We are 
experts in seasonal interpretations of product types and offer a distinctive, affordable and high-quality 
product range.

The customer is king
The customer comes first and nothing is impossible. Gifts & Concepts is an expert in design and offers 
products of distinctive concepts. We offer private label and exclusivity, allowing the retailer to  
stand out in the market.

Quality, Quantity and Safety 
Quality and safety are of paramount importance to Gifts & Concepts. We believe they are our  
responsibility. Gifts & Concepts essentially relieves the retailer and allows the retailer to  
participate with their European orders and gain exclusivity on certain products.

Stockholding 
Gifts & Concepts may act as a stockholder. Daily and/or weekly delivery is possible. Unique packaging  
and designs are also a possibility, as are the delivery of unique and commercial floor displays. 

GIFTS AND CONCEPTS  
DE RUIF 1 
4751 XH GASTEL 
THE NETHERLANDS 
WWW.GIFTSANDCONCEPTS.COM  
 
CONTACT: WOUTER STRUIJS  
phone: +31 (0)6 - 46 20 22 96 
email:  wouter.struijs@giftsandconcepts.com

GIFT & CONCEPTS
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Klepper & Klepper is a Dutch company based in Volendam in The Netherlands. Since 1990 Klepper Senior 
has his own candy stall at the market in Alkmaar. After 25 years of selling licorice in his stall, Klepper 
senior and Klepper junior decided to create an anniversary licorice. This was supposed to be the tastiest 
licorice ever. The first licorice consists out of a pleasurable bite and a taste that feels like an experience in 
your mouth. Our first licorice ever without gluten or gelatin. The best licorice ever, full sweet according  
to Klepper & Klepper. In 2018 the next flavour came out called ‘Mildly salt’, ‘Honey’ came out in 2019, ‘Bay 
leaf’ in 2020 and the most recent flavour came out in 2022, ‘Spicy salt’. We are a company that strives 
to improve in sustainability and that cares for people with allergens. All the products that we offer  
do not have any allergens and since 2021 we have a bio-compostable packaging. We chose for a new  
packaging to reduce our ecological footprint. Furthermore, since the start of our packaging we use FSC  
for our paper which is responsibly sourced wood fiber. Most of the ingredients in the licorice are locally 
source in The Netherlands to keep the carbon gas emissions as small as possible. Even so to support local  
companies. We are striving to become even more sustainable in the future and to keep comping with  
new flavours of the best licorice ever.

KLEPPER & KLEPPER  
BELLSTRAAT 5A 
1131 JV VOLENDAM 
THE NETHERLANDS 
www.klepperandklepper.com 
 
CONTACT: HUUB KLEPPER 
phone: +31 (0)6 - 24 36 44 94 
email:  info@klepperenklepper.nl

KLEPPER & KLEPPER
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Lareka Confectionery equipment is a mid-sized company based in the Brainport region. Lareka has a  
close and enthusiastic team which consists of young and ambitious guys in combination with some  
very experiences engineers. Together they take care of your packaging. Our ambition is to keep offering 
packaging solutions that enable you to capitalize on new developments and trends in the chocolate-  
and packaging market. We express this with the slogan "We take care of your confectionery and optimize 
your packaging". The latter is more than just a tag line; it is a promise.

BTB25:
The Lareka BTB25 is a low speed wrapping machine for artisanal chocolate production (up to 150.000 bars/
month).

This flexible machine wraps a wide range of bars and tablets in premium packaging styles. The machine 
wraps two layers of packaging material simultaneously around your bar or tablet. For the inner  
layer, any material with high-barrier- and folding capabilities can be used. The outer layer is wrapped in  
(crafted) paper or cardboard.

NP60: 
The Lareka NP60 is a low speed wrapping machine for napolitains and small tablets (up to 350.000 bars/
month). This versatile machine wraps different sizes of artisanal small chocolates in traditional  
wrapping styles. Two layers of packaging material are wrapped simultaneously around your chocolate. 
For the inner layer, any material with high-barrier and folding capabilities can be used. The outer layer  
is wrapped in (crafted) paper. The machine is perfectly fit for custom packaging and the promotional  
use of small tablets as it runs with pre-cut stacked labels.

LAREKA CONFECTIONERY EQUIPMENT 
JOHN F. KENNEDYLAAN 1 
5555 XC VALKENSWAARD 
THE NETHERLANDS 
www.lareka.nl 
 
CONTACT: RENEE VISSER 
phone: +31 (0)40 -  208 66 66  
email:  renee.visser@lareka.nl

LAREKA CONFECTIONERY EQUIPMENT
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Mafo Industrial Washing has been building tunnelwashers for over 65 years. The washer can be found all over 
the world in all sorts of industries, 1 main part is the candy and chocolate industry. In this industry MAFO has 
supplied to local companies and global brands. The washers are well known for their simple set up, great 
wash results and 100% dry moulds capabilities.

The quality is second to none, and to proof this all machines have a 8 year warranty.

Mafo can also support in a full automated system.

MAFO INDUSTRIAL WASHING 
www.mafo-industrialwashing.com        
 
CONTACT: COR RENS 
phone: +31 (0)546 - 580 212 
email:  info@mafo-industrialwashing.com

MAFO INDUSTRIAL WASHING
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Candy from Matthijs. Colourful, delicious & Enjoy 

From the south of the Netherlands, we have been creating small moments of happiness for candy lovers all 
over the world for more than 100 years. We do this together with a fantastic team of about 100 colleagues. 
With high-quality ingredients and passion we make delicious liquorice, gum candies, veggie candies and of 
course wine gums.

Matthijs – the most delicious! 

MATTHIJS B.V. 
WATTWEG 3 
4631 SM HOOGERHEIDE 
THE NETHERLANDS  
www.matthijs.nl       
 
CONTACT: JURIAAN BOUT 
phone: +31 (0)164 - 61 25 10 
email:  juriaan@matthijs.nl

MATTHIJS B.V.
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Menken Orlando is an internationally-operating, family-run company with a long tradition. We develop 
and supply innovative food concepts for retail and food service clients throughout Europe. Our  
expertise is in the development of private label concepts within Signature Snacks, Whole Foods & Chocolate  
Specialties.

Menken Orlando 
Stationsplein 4 
2275 AZ Voorburg 
the Netherlands 
www.menkenorlando.nl 
 
CONTACT: REINIER VAN GENT 
phone: +31 (0)70 - 30 82 22 
email:  info@menkenorlando.nl

MENKEN ORLANDO
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Explore Real Asian Flavour!

We are Mitsuba. We’re Europe’s biggest fan of Asia. We’re a real foodie!

Come on, you like to go on an adventure, right? Just try and… BANG! Flavour bombs all over. Thanks to Mit-
suba you will bring the popping energy of Asia home! We challenge blandness so you can celebrate the 
unexpected things in life. Grab your moment and give it some spice! 

We want to Spice up your life…
…and establish the Asian snack category with Mitsuba as leading brand by adding new products to our 
line-up, simultaneously increasing our positive impact on industry & consumer lives thanks to our belief 
we can ‘spice up’ everything. 

Want to discover more?  
Have a look on our website! www.mitsubasnacks.com 

MITSUBA 
STATIONSPLEIN 4 
2275 AZ VOORBURG 
THE NETHERLANDS 
www.mitsubasnacks.com/nl 
 
CONTACT: ARNOUD SCHIPPERS 
phone: +31 (0)70 - 308 22 22 
email:  info@mitsubasnacks.com

MITSUBA
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NLfood is a trading company specialized in exporting Dutch and other European (non)food products. Our 
range encompasses over 40.000 food products, including dried, frozen and chilled grocery items. We are 
known for working with large, famous brands. However, we also export private labels like Dutch Bakery  
and G'woon, two competitively priced quality brands in the food sector.

We additionally provide a wide assortment of meat, dairy (cheese), bakery and non-food products. To allow 
for an even larger offer, we also ship popular products from other European countries. Are you looking 
for products that are not covered by our current range? Please let us know and we will get right into it,  
so as to ensure we can live up to your demands.

Buying power is key to the NLfood organization. While we have strong partnerships with the leading joint 
purchasing organizations in the supermarket business, we also have the means to purchase from manufac-
turers without presence of any intermediaries. Our organization is characterized by strong resources and 
a vast experience in logistics. Moreover, our warehouse is strongly located due to its close proximity to the 
ports of Rotterdam and Antwerp. Departing from these ports we can ship products throughout the entire 
international food market. To put it differently: we offer the entire package. Our service both provides you 
and our clients with all sorts of benefits. This service includes, but is not limited to, trucking products to the 
ports, taking care of the necessary documentation related to customs and specific requirements per coun-
try. We completely understand that every single customer has unique demands. We believe that our personal 
and flexible approach helps us suit all the needs you have and provides you with the solutions you seek. We 
strongly believe that it is important to maintain strong partnerships with our clients. To us, the pathway to 
success in the world food market is characterized by a combination of your input and our experience. 

NLFOOD B.V. 
MIJLWEG 49 
3295 KG ’S-GRAVENDEEL 
THE NETHERLANDS 
www.nlfood.nl  
 
CONTACT: HENK WARNAR, HARRY OENEMA 
phone: +31 (0)88 - 765 55 00 
email:  Sales@nlfood.nl 

NLFOOD B.V.
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Nora Biscuits is a biscuit producer which specializes in Private Label packaging. Established in 1906, 
the company has a great history in producing innovate biscuits for the national- and international 
market. The many years of experience with Private Label development has made the company a specialist 
on this area. At the moment, almost 95% of our customers receives the products in Private Label 
packaging. There is also the possibility to receive Nora design for almost all products.

Quality 
The strive for quality products results the following certificates:  
• IFS Higher Level 
• FDA approved 
• RSPO Palmoil 
• Rainforest Alliance Cacao 
• Fairtrade Cacao  
• SKAL Organic Certificate 

Core Values
The vision of the company maintains to be an established Private Label producer of good quality and innovate 
biscuits for the national-and international market.

Core values we strongly believe in: 
• Flexibility: cooperating with customers to create the best possible result 
• Customer service: direct communication with customers’ own point of contact 
• Quality: focus on high-quality ingredients and strict quality policy 
• Freshness: products are produced on order

NORA BISCUITS 
HABITATSINGEL 29 
6229 RC MAASTRICHT 
THE NETHERLANDS 
www.nora.nl  
 
phone: +31 (0)43 - 408 34 34  
email:  sales@nora.nl

NORA BISCUITS
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About Optimum

Optimum Sorting develops, builds, installs and services innovative optical sorting solutions for the  
food-, non-food and pet-food industry. All machines use cutting-edge camera and laser technology.   
Its commitment to continuous innovation and its collaboration with award-winning research institutes 
worldwide enable Optimum Sorting to always use the latest detection technology to solve the most  
complex sorting problems. Optimum Sorting high-end solutions, supported by a team with close to 1000 
years of combined experience in optical sorting, ensure its clients can provide their customers with 
products of consistently high quality. The company’s HQ is located in Hasselt, Belgium, with subsidiaries  
in The Netherlands, Thailand, and the United States. A network of agents provides sales support and  
personalized service to customers in more than 80 countries across the five continents.

OPTIMUM SORTING 
HOPPENKUIL 12 
5626 DD EINDHOVEN 
THE NETHERLANDS 
www.optimum-sorting.com 
 
CONTACT: VINCENT SONNEVILLE 
phone: +31 (0)11 - 71 80 20 
email:   sales@optimum-sorting.com

OPTIMUM SORTING
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For a sweet moment of joy, opt for the refined confectionery from Petrovitch b.v. 
 
The high quality assortment varies from Pâte de Fruits, produced with real fruit pulp, to luxurious Rock 
Candy Sticks, Cocktail Stirrers and Maple Sticks made out of dried natural maple sirop. Petrovitch uses 
only the finest ingredients.

The rich Dutch history of our confectionery can still be seen and tasted in the craftsmanship more  
than a hundred years after its founding in 1903.

Thanks to our decades of experience, we know it comes down to dedication. Dedication to our traditional 
& artisanal products and our loyal customers. We invest in long-term, warm relationships. For these 
reasons, our customers have often been working with Petrovitch for decennaries. You can always  
count on us.

PETROVITCH B.V. 
RIJNKADE 14 
1382 GS WEESP 
THE NETHERLANDS 
www.petrovitch.nl 
 
CONTACT: MICHELLE WONG 
phone: +31 (0)294 - 41 40 93 
email:  info@petrovitch.nl

PETROVITCH B.V.
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Primus Wafer Paper B.V. is the market leader in potato starch based edible wafer paper. We supply wafer 
paper solutions to more than 200 customers in 50 countries. Primus is active in a variety of segments 
such as edible branding, bio-degradable packaging, confectionary, edible decoration, printing sheets 
and baking. We are known for our premium quality wafer paper and our ability to provide thin & flexible 
wafer paper on rolls. Our paper is very versatile sugar and allergen free. Our wafer paper is available  
in different colors, shapes and sizes.

PRIMUS WAFER PAPER 
AMBACHT 8 
1511 JZ OOSTZAAN 
THE NETHERLANDS  
www.primuswaferpaper.com 
 
CONTACT: REINA VAN DER MEER 
phone: +31 (0)75 - 61 64 061 
email:  r.vandermeer@primuswaferpaper.com

PRIMUS WAFER PAPER
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The company ROKA was founded in 1949 in Delft. Since the very beginning the company specializes in making 
premium crispy puff-pastry biscuits, abundantly flavored with over 30% matured cheese. 

All ROKA cheese biscuits have an excellent unique flavors and texture. The unique taste comes from the 
high percentage (30%) of real matured cheese which is used. The texture is really unique because every 
single biscuit is made from refined puff-pastry, consisting of 90 layers (45 layers of dough and 45 layers 
of cheese). Our Crispies are still baked according to the original recipe created in 1949. Ever since, ROKA has 
continued to focus on making the finest quality cheese biscuits, made from the best ingredients to create 
those special moments of indulgence.

The range has expanded over time with different cheeses like Cheddar, Emmental and Parmigiano and  
flavors like onion, black pepper and garlic.  The range has also been expanded with cheese sticks and 
cheese puffs which are baked from the same refined puff-pastry and matured old Gouda cheese. 

ROKA CHEESE CRISPIES / ROODENRIJS KAASTABLETTEN INDUSTRIE ROKA B.V. 
REVISIEWEG 8 
8304 BE EMMELOORD 
THE NETHERLANDS 
www.roka.eu 
 
CONTACT: JOSEPHINE HAISMA 
phone: +31 (0)527 - 617 755 
email:  info@cheesecrispies.com

ROKA CHEESE CRISPIES / ROODENRIJS 
KAASTABLETTEN INDUSTRIE ROKA B.V.
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The Dutch family business Sweetlife B.V. entered the confectionery market in 1990 and quickly grew  
into an important international partner for retail, wholesalers, drugstore chains and confectionery 
manufacturers. Sweetlife develops its own products – such as the popular Rob’s drop® and Chocrant® – 
and supports customers in realizing their own product line.

Through years of experience and warm contacts, Sweetlife can make the impossible possible for  
customers at home and abroad. Taste trends, product knowledge and logistics know-how are combined, so 
that clients can continue to pioneer in the industry together with Sweetlife.

SWEETLIFE B.V.  
PLEIN 1923 NR.14 
3941 ER DOORN 
THE NETHERLANDS 
www.sweetlife.nl 
 
CONTACT: ROBERT VAN BARNEVELD 
phone: +31 (0)343 - 414 172 
email:  robert@sweetlife.nl

SWEETLIFE B.V. 
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Crazy about candy production

As a world-leading supplier of production lines for gums and jellies, Tanis uses its wealth of knowledge in 
tailoring solutions for every need. Our service includes everything from optimizing recipes to finding the 
right production equipment solution, whatever the scale of your output.

Making gums and jellies is a very sensitive process and we take advantage of our 25 years of experience 
ensuring every element in your production line is fit for your specific purpose. From preparation,  
cooking, and blending to moulding, conditioning, and finishing each piece of expertly engineered  
machinery is connected to the other, and to you, so production is always perfectly orchestrated.  
Whether you go for one of our state-of-the-art robotic systems or something with a higher degree  
of manual involvement, we have the solution.

If you’re interested in producing gums and jellies with active ingredients, low sugar, special flavors  
and finishes or anything else, we look forward to develop the optimal solution together with you.

TANIS 
DISTRIBUTIEWEG 10 
4906 AD OOSTERHOUT 
THE NETHERLANDS 
WWW.TANIS.COM

CONTACT: SANDRA VAN DER VLUGT 
phone: +31 (0)88 - 52 35 400 
email:  info@tanis.com

TANIS
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About The Box

Tins are the ideal packaging and extremely suitable for promoting your brand or business. Thanks to its  
appearance, a functional tin packaging creates real added value. 

As a packaging specialist, we have the largest range of standard tins in the Benelux since 1998. In addition,  
we are also active throughout Europe and have sales offices in Great Britain and Finland. 

The right tin for every product
With a stock of more than 1 million standard tins, we are always happy to assist you. Whether you're looking 
for unprinted tins, custom-made tins, printed themed tins or Fabergé eggs, we are always happy to provide 
you with advice. We make packaging for branches in the food and non-food sectors, but we can also create 
a tailor-made tin that can be used as promotional material. Your coffee, tea, sweets, herbs, chocolate, or 
cosmetics are safe! Also remarkable is our selection of Fabergé eggs: beautiful replicas of the original  
eggs by Carl Fabergé.

Durable, responsible and customer-oriented. With our recyclable tins, The Box is the partner you're looking 
for. View our extensive collection or request a free quotation today.  

Looking for a custom-made tin? We are happy to think along with you
The Box B.V. headquarters are located in Apeldoorn, where a team of tin specialists is looking to assist you  
at all times. Our employees are professionals and can provide you with any advice when it comes to tin  
packaging. We will do everything we can to make a product as successful as possible. We guide you during  
the production process to ultimately achieve the best results, while fully taking your needs and specified 
budget into account. 

We will gladly discuss the possibilities with you!  

THE BOX B.V. 
LAAN VAN DE KREEFT 100 
7324 BX APELDOORN 
THE NETHERLANDS 
WWW.THEBOX-BLIKKEN.NL 
 
CONTACT: TONY VEER 
phone: +31 (0)55 - 36 03 851 
email:  veer@theboxnl.com

THE BOX
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Passion and love for the baker’s craft and customer...meets passion for industrial 
production

At Van Dijk Bakery  Dijk Bakery we see every day as a new opportunity to make delicious fresh and long-life 
specialties for you. We develop them on a small scale, with our own hands and full of love. Until they are 
the prettiest and tastiest. 

When we are satisfied, we roll out our wide range of muffins, battenbergs, biscuits and loaf cakes on a 
larger scale. Without making concessions to our traditional quality.

VAN DIJK BAKERY 
HET OUDE DIEP 9 
8064 PN ZWARTSLUIS 
THE NETHERLANDS 
www.vandijkbakery.com 
 
CONTACT: JOCHEM GREEUW 
phone: +31 (0)38 - 386 68 33 
email:  j.greeuw@vandijkbakery.com

VAN DIJK BAKERY
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‘The Original From Holland’

Leading innovators of Confectionery, covering Gummy, Liquorice, Drops, Peppermint, Chews, Foam and  
Dragee. 

Traditional, sugarfree and gelatine free ranges are offered. The Van Slooten brand always has the  
Explorer in mind. 

We have a taste for your business!

VAN SLOOTEN INTERNATIONAL B.V. 
KANAALDIJK  16 
2741 PA WADDINXVEEN 
THE NETHERLANDS 
www.vanslooten.eu 
 
CONTACT: EDWIN EBBENS 
phone: +31 (0)85 - 111 95 78  
email:  explore@vanslooten.eu

VAN SLOOTEN INTERNATIONAL B.V.
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Who are we?

- Family business, founded in 1974 
- Years of experience with our own brands, all extremely varied 
- Producer of confectionary, focused on European market 
- Large range in Vegan 
- Expert in creating Private Labels (over 40 years of experience) 
- 150+ employees 
- Own sales force & Distributors 
- Innovative, dedicated and enthusiastic 
- We are BRC and IFS certified, GS1 Data Source

VAN VLIET B.V.  
GOUWELANDENLAAN 11 
2408 ZG ALPHEN AAN DEN RIJN 
THE NETHERLANDS 
www.van-vliet.com 
 
CONTACT: MARTIN VAN VLIET 
phone: +31 (0)172 - 42 42 00 
email:  sales@van-vliet.com

VAN VLIET B.V.
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About Vero Sweet Presents Vero Sweet Presents develops creative packaging for  
confectionery

We translate candy into special moments, with creative ideas for every season. From Christmas to  
Halloween, Valentine's Day and every other current event: you will always get an attractive, unique product. 
Would you like to get products for your Private Label? We have a lot of experience and ideas on that too!  

Who are we? 
In 1947 Vero Sweet Presents started out as a regional family business. Nowadays the company is inter - 
nationally known, with its second branche in Hong Kong. 

With years of experience, we always deliver on the best quality and expertise. We are always looking for  
new ways to innovate, both on techniques and ideas. What do we do? Vero Sweet Presents is all about  
creativity and extraordinary packaging for every occasion. We care about your wishes and involve you in 
the process, to make sure that we come up with the perfect product together. We create concepts for the  
packaging and bring them to life with a design. The packaging is mostly produced in Waalwijk. They get  
printed in various factories in China and get prepared for sale in Waalwijk. We offer opportunities to people  
who are distant from labor to work with us. We care as much about our sweets as about each ether.  
Certification Vero Sweet Presents is the proud owner of BIO certification and UTZ Certified, the quality mark  
of fair trade. We also own the FSSC22000 food safety certification.

VERO ‘SWEET PRESENTS’ B.V. 
INDUSTRIEWEG 81 
5145 PD WAALWIJK 
THE NETHERLANDS 
www.vero.nl 
 
CONTACT: SANDER VELTHOVEN 
phone: +31 (0)416 - 338 425  
email:  sander@vero.nl

VERO ‘SWEET PRESENTS’ B.V.
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Join us in our chocolate experience

A journey that starts with choosing the very best raw materials. Thanks to our many years of experience in 
the field of taste and design, we know how to make the most beautiful creations come true. Every bonbon is 
a party in the mouth. In our studio in Schimmert, South-Limburg, our chocolatiers create the most beautiful 
chocolate experiences with traditional passion. Every day again. We would like to continue to surprise you 
with the right balance of sweets, sours and bitters, melting in your mouth. Every bonbon is a taste explosion, 
if it’s for our own Visser Chocolade brand or for your private label, with the appropriate nuance that makes 
the chocolate experience perfect.

In other words: Expect the unexpected

VISSER CHOCOLADE B.V. 
DE STEEG 32 A/B 
6333 AP SCHIMMERT 
THE NETHERLANDS 
WWW.VISSERCHOCOLADE.NL 
 
phone: +31 (0)45 - 57 10 025  
email:  info@visserchocolade.nl

VISSER CHOCOLADE B.V.
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We create happiness in everything we do. With more than 10 years of experience in the world of  
confectionery, we know all trends and developments and we can make chocolate that suits your brand.  
With our own production capacity we can produce the most delicious chocolate for you.

We recently developed our own brand, Happy Trails, crunchy chocolate balls in delicious flavours.  

YOOL FOOD CONCEPTS 
KRATONKADE 7 
3024 ES ROTTERDAM 
THE NETHERLANDS 
WWW.YOOL-CONCEPTS.COM 
 
CONTACT: OLAF OUWERKERK  
phone: +31 (0)10 - 30 03 388  
email:   info@yool-concepts.com

YOOL FOOD CONCEPTS
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PRODUCT  
IN THE SPOTLIGHT
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Ceasarz Energy Candy 
 
Power comes in many sizes!

Ceasarz energy candy a tasty pick-me-up and gives a quick power boost. Exactly at those moments when 
you can use some energy. This hard candy, with a surprising sour powder core, contains caffeine, taurine and 
a vitamin B complex. Together it provides extra focus and energy. Dosing is not an issue; because Ceasarsz is 
packed per piece. Consciously, because that way you can easily take it with you in your (sports) bag, pocket or, 
for example, in the car. To enjoy the taste and the boost anywhere, anytime.

CONFISERIE NAPOLEON

CONFISERIE NAPOLEON 
DELTAHOEK 110 
4511 PA BRESKENS 
THE NETHERLANDS 
WWW.CONFISERIE-NAPOLEON.NL 
 
CONTACT: WILLEM-JAN KLEIJN 
phone: +31 (0)10 - 41 42 622  
email:  info@confiserie-napoleon.com
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Sweet Rainbow 
 
- Rainbow Jazzies 
- Rainbow Chocolate bar 
- Rainbow Milk Chocolate Hearts 
- Rainbow Lollipops 
- Rainbow Big Swirl Lolly 
- Rainbow Chocolate Tablet

CREST

CREST SUIKERWERKEN BV 
COPERNICUSSTRAAT 4 
6003 DE WEERT 
THE NETHERLANDS 
WWW.CRESTHOLLAND.NL 
 
CONTACT: JOOP MOLENAAR 
phone: +31 (0)495 - 538 061  
email:  info@crestholland.nl
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Silo Pretzels 

Introducing Silo Pretzels, the perfect indulgence for any chocolate lover! Our delicious pretzels  
are coated in a heavenly blend of milk and white chocolate, and then sprinkled with a variety of  
colorful non-pareilles toppings.

These Silo filled with Pretzels are the perfect snack for any occasion, whether you're craving  
something sweet to pair with your afternoon tea, or need a little treat to share with friends and  
family. Our unique combination of flavors and textures is sure to delight your taste buds and leave  
you wanting more.

DE CHOCOLADEFABRIEK 
VAN LEEUWENHOEKSTRAAT 8 
1704 RC HEERHUGOWAARD 
THE NETHERLANDS 
WWW.DECHOCOLADEFABRIEK.NL 
 
CONTACT: HESSEL VAN DER WAL 
phone: +31 (0)72 - 571 07 77  
email:  h.vanderwal@dechocoladefabriek.nl

DE CHOCOLADEFABRIEK
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Baguette toast 

 

Our crispy Baguette Toast is created with tasteful ingredients. It is delicious to eat with a savoury or  
sweet spread. Category: SNACKS, CONFECTIONERY, BISCUITS

Organic seed crackers 
 
Let’s go Organic! The perfect crunch base for a healthier breakfast with some more variety. Nice and  
brittle crackers with lots of grains and seeds, a good source of protein and rich in fibers. Category: SNACKS, 
CONFECTIONERY, BISCUITS

Oven baked savoury biscuits

Delicious Biscuits which are made with real butter. A gourmet variety of savoury biscuits, which are  
oven baked to enhance their crunchy bite and give them a light golden colour. Category: SNACKS, 
CONFECTIONERY, BISCUITS

DE KROES B.V.

DE KROES B.V. 
EVERDENBERG 60 
4902 TT OOSTERHOUT 
THE NETHERLANDS 
WWW.DEKROESBV.COM 
 
phone: +31 (0)162 - 498 800  
email:  m.quaedackers@jos-poell.com
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Happy Sour

The Food2Smile sour gummies are so enjoyable. Taste the flavours of lemon, orange and green apple. 
Sugarfree, glutenfree and vegan gummies.

FOOD2SMILE B.V.

FOOD2SMILE B.V. 
URANIUMWEG 17 
3812 RJ AMERSFOORT 
THE NETHERLANDS 
www.food2smile.nl  
 
phone: +31 (0)33 - 47 99 658 
email:  info@food2smile.nl
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The Best Licorice Ever - Spicy Salty 
 
The rumors are true: Klepper & Klepper have developed a new taste sensation...licorice with a hint of seaweed! 
Without gluten and -gelatin. And in a bio-compostable packaging.

KLEPPER & KLEPPER  
BELLSTRAAT 5A 
1131 JV VOLENDAM 
THE NETHERLANDS 
www.klepperandklepper.com 
 
CONTACT: HUUB KLEPPER 
phone: +31 (0)6 - 24 36 44 94 
email:  info@klepperenklepper.nl

KLEPPER & KLEPPER
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Verliefde mannekes

With the delicious sweet taste of blueberry, cherry and strawberry. Is there anyone who can resist ‘’De  
Verliefde Mannekes’’

MATTHIJS B.V. 
WATTWEG 3 
4631 SM HOOGERHEIDE 
THE NETHERLANDS  
www.matthijs.nl       
 
CONTACT: JURIAAN BOUT 
phone: +31 (0)164 - 61 25 10 
email:  juriaan@matthijs.nl

MATTHIJS B.V.
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Chocrant 

“Our pride, Sweetlife’s Chocrant is a premium product offering the best milk chocolate and peanuts in 
milk chocolate, covered with a thin sugar layer. It’s colored with natural colorants using concentrates 
from fruits and plants and it’s produced with sustainable certified ingredients. It comes in two pack sizes,  
a 230g. stand up bag and a pocketsize 50g. bag. Both bags sizes are packed in a colorful display carton”.

SWEETLIFE B.V.  
PLEIN 1923 NR.14 
3941 ER DOORN 
THE NETHERLANDS 
www.sweetlife.nl 
 
CONTACT: ROBERT VAN BARNEVELD 
phone: +31 (0)343 - 414 172 
email:  robert@sweetlife.nl

SWEETLIFE B.V. 
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Christmass ball for chocolate

As a Christmas gift, this French company needed a suitable tin container that could be hung up filled in  
a Christmas tree. The company is a producer of chocolate cookies, so this type of treat was certainly  
manageable. We were commissioned to supply the tin.

A warm feel
The customer wanted a tin that had a warm feel to it. After all, it is Christmas! Also, because foodstuffs  
are packaged in it, it had to be firmly sealed. In order not to detract from the design, a card was attached with 
company information and the ingredients included in the treat.

Multifunctional ribbon
We do not supply tins in this kind of round shape very often, so this was a special assignment. What's more, 
the colour combination is also a huge success: traditional Christmas colours come together beautifully 
in the playful design. It is a deep-drawn (two-piece) tin, so a good fit is especially important. Attached to the 
Christmas ball is a ribbon which allows you to hang it in the tree as decoration. Also, the card is attached  
to the ribbon. A double functionality, in other words.

And the result? A fun and affordable Christmas gift! After the contents of the Christmas ball have 
been eaten, it can be used as a decoration for years to come. That also makes it a great gift with plenty of  
marketing power!

THE BOX B.V. 
LAAN VAN DE KREEFT 100 
7324 BX APELDOORN 
THE NETHERLANDS 
WWW.THEBOX-BLIKKEN.NL 
 
CONTACT: TONY VEER 
phone: +31 (0)55 - 36 03 851 
email:  veer@theboxnl.com

THE BOX
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MEENK Liquorice Trio

The most delicious gelatin free liquorice trio together in a bag! A combination of Filled salmiac sticks, 
Liquorice powdered sticks and White Liquorice chalks. Vegan and produced in the Netherlands by  
Van Vliet B.V. – The family of Candy Brands.

VAN VLIET B.V.  
GOUWELANDENLAAN 11 
2408 ZG ALPHEN AAN DEN RIJN 
THE NETHERLANDS 
www.van-vliet.com 
 
CONTACT: MARTIN VAN VLIET 
phone: +31 (0)172 - 42 42 00 
email:  sales@van-vliet.com

VAN VLIET B.V.
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Happy Trails 

Marbled crunchy balls with Belgian chocolate in three adventurous flavours!

It’s time to unlock your happy place! Don’t you think? Rip open this bag of crunchy chocolate balls and start 
nibbling. You’ll soon find your happy place. Just follow the trail to paradise.

Your life is busy enough and you also set high standards for yourself. We want meaningful jobs, healthy 
food, sports, a house with a large garden and an Instagram-worthy clothing style. Why are we doing this to  
ourselves?

Happy Trails as a brand originated from a sincere drive to let you enjoy the ultimate again. Take yourself a 
little less seriously and escape from that busy life with our Happy Trails. After all, there is nothing wrong 
with lounging every now and then, lazing about for a while or floating around on your air cushion without 
inspiration. Visit your happy place more often.

Flavours: 
• Cookies & Cream 
• Caramel & Sea salt 
• Red Velvet & Raspberry

YOOL FOOD CONCEPTS 
KRATONKADE 7 
3024 ES ROTTERDAM 
THE NETHERLANDS 
WWW.YOOL-CONCEPTS.COM 

CONTACT: OLAF OUWERKERK 
phone: +31 (0)6 - 24 73 49 99 
phone: +31 (0)10 - 30 03 388  
email:   info@yool-concepts.com

YOOL FOOD CONCEPTS



Dutch Sweets Export Association
Panoven 13 
3401 RA IJSSELSTEIN 
The Netherlands 

Phone: +31 (0)30 - 30 36 450 
Email:  info@dutchsweetsexportassociation.nl




